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Teacher

IB English Language and Literature
SL Y1

Murgado, Carolina B+ 4 4 4 Through class activities and assessed work, Emelie demonstrated a
sound understanding of the texts and topics studied as well as the
way that authors communicate meaning through stylistic, rhetorical
and literary elements. While she was able to competently express her
ideas in the assessed analytical oral presentation, her analysis could
have been more detailed and nuanced. Through the written
commentaries on unseen passages, she was able to construct an
adequate interpretation of the text and her ideas were adequately
organized. Emelie's scores in assessed Paper 1s improved
throughout the semester, indicating she can respond to feedback and
apply learning to new tasks.  In order to continue developing
analytical skills, Emelie can practice writing detailed explanations of
how authors manipulate language to convey meaning. Emelie is a
responsible student who works well with her peers and contributes
positively to the class. I encourage her to read a variety of literary and
non-literary texts on her own in order to become more aware of the
way that different text types employ language and stylistic features in
unique ways. I look forward to her continued growth as a critical
reader and writer as we examine persuasive language and
Shakespeare's 'Othello' next term.

IB History HL Y1 Cook, Robert B+ 3 4 4 Emily did well in IB History this semester.   She started off very
strongly,  particularly on her written work,  then settled into a more
moderate level of success, before having a nice rally toward the end
of the term.    She did particularly well on her midterm.   Written work
would benefit from a bit more historical detail and supporting
evidence.    Emily always comes to class with a smile,  she's polite,
she gets her work handed in on time,  and she is always focused.   I
look forward to her participating more in our class discussions next
semester.

IB Math: App & Interpretation SL Y1Saich, Kay B 4 4 4 Emelie works diligently to understand new concepts in class.  She
asks clarifying questions, carefully follows class investigations, and
takes notes throughout class. Emelie does not have as much
background knowledge as others, yet she is always positive and
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committed to improvement.
IB Biology HL Y1 Holden, Thomas B+ 3 4 4 Emelie has performed well in IB Biology this semester, and she has

made a solid effort in the course. Her test and final exam scores
indicate that the range and depth of her content knowledge could be
improved. Emelie would benefit from being a more active learner by
asking more questions to deepen her understanding, and
participating more in class discussions.

IB Mandarin Ab Initio Y1 Jian, HaiYang A- 4 4 4 It is my pleasure to teach Emelie who is always continuously making
good progress in her Chinese lessons. Emelie is an able student and
has been achieved a good standard throughout the semester. She
answers well in class, and shows great interest and enthusiasm when
discussing and offering opinions. Emelie is able to read a more than
one-hundred-character passage without Pinyin and most of her tones
sound accurate. Test results (and the recent exam result) have been
good. Emilie has the maturity to be very successful in this subject in
the future. Keep up the good work, Emelie!

IB Sports, Health, and Science HL
Y1

Inns, Daniel A 4 4 4 This semester the higher level students have covered unit 1 & 4 of
the core as well as units 7, 8 & 10 of the additional higher level topics.
 We have learned about the skeletal and muscular system, the skin
system, the brain, the endocrine system, neuromuscular function,
joint and movement type, the fundamentals of biomechanics, and
friction and drag.  Emelie has been covering the content through a
variety of different learning activities which include (but are not limited
to); teacher led discussion, collaborative group work and presentation,
 practical lab investigation, and research based activities. Emelie has
been a highly engaged student within this subject this semester.  She
will confidently offer her opinion in class discussion and often has an
insight that will contribute positively to the learning within the class.
Emelie’s written test and course work shows a student that has
good understanding of the content.  I would encourage her to
continue reviewing and reflecting on content covered in class.  This
will enable her to make more meaningful connections and potentially
lasting memories which ultimately leads to better quality answers in
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her final examinations.  Emelie may also like to start wondering about
the subject of her internal assessment.  At this stage we are not at the
stage to formalize a research question but students will be
progressively encouraged to think about an area of Health, Sport or
Exercise that personally engages them. In the second semester we
will be aiming to cover topics 1, 3, and 5 of the core.  In addition we
will cover additional higher level topics 9, 11 & 13.  We will also be
starting to ‘map-out’ our draft IA plans looking forward towards our
second year in Sports and Exercise Science.  Completing these
expectations will leave Emelie with the core unit 6, additional higher
level topic 12, the two optional topics, and finalizing her internal
assessment during the next academic year.
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PUXI CAMPUS: 258 Jinfeng Road, Minhang District, Shanghai, China 201107PUDONG CAMPUS: 1600 Lingbai Road, Pudong District, Shanghai, China 201201

Learner Profile

Active Learning

Consistently takes responsibility for learning through
behaviors such as active listening, asking clarifying questions
and revising work.

Demonstrates persistence

Consistently persists through frustrations and responds
positively to setbacks and feedback.

Collaborates effectively

Works effectively with others; can take on a leadership role or
play an equal part; brings out the best in others.

Respects the learning environment

Demonstrates responsible use of technology and

Integrity

All work submitted is the original work of the student or
sources have been accurately cited. Student demonstrates
integrity on tests and quizzes.

Always has a positive attitude to learning and shows respect
for teachers and students.

Uses technology in the class only to enhance the learning
objectives of that class.

adherence to the Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)

Is prepared for class and learning

Responsibility

Every assignment is submitted on time.

Brings all necessary materials to class and thoroughly
completes assigned preparatory work.

Demonstrates academic integrity Turns work in on timeDemonstrates a proactive approach to learning

Grading
4 - Consistently meets expectations
3 - Almost always meets expectations
2 - Sometimes meets expectations
1 - Rarely meets expectations
NA - Not Assessed in this course at this stage
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